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- feedback control loop
- Implementation referenced as MAPE autonomic control loop: “Monitor, Analyze, Plan & Execute”
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Goal:

Implement the autonomic control loop to provide Autonomic Management features to GCM/ProActive components
Implementation: Technical Background

- Grid Component Model (GCM)
  - Extension of the Fractal Component Model
    - Support for distributed deployment
    - Support for collective communications
  - Using the GCM/ProActive reference implementation
    - Based on asynchronous active objects, and futures
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▶ Grid Component Model (GCM)
  ▶ Separation between F and NF concerns (Naoumenko, 2010)
Implementation: Component Controllers

- MAPE Components attached to GCM membranes
- Using NF server and client interfaces
- Definition of an API to manipulate MAPE components
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- **Metrics**: Monitor Controller
- **Rules**: Analyzer Controller
- **Plans**: Planner Controller
- **Actions**: Executor Controller
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Monitoring Component

Collection, storage, computation of metrics

- Collecting JMX events from GCM/ProActive
- Supports insertion/removal of metrics
- Notifies active metrics changes

![Monitoring Component Diagram]
Analysis Component

Checking of conditions and generation of alarms

- Rules subscribe to Metrics
- Sends an Alarm object if necessary
Planning Component

Execution of planning algorithms (strategies)

- Associates an Alarm to one or more strategies
- Support for multiple strategies using multicast interfaces
  - Selection, parallel execution of strategies
Execution Component

Execution of Actions over the component/service

- Support to execute reconfigurations using the GCM/ProActive API (Java code embedded in a Action object)
- Support to execute reconfigurations using PAGCM CMScript language code (extends of FScript).

Executor Controller

1. load actions/scripts
2. execute actions and gcmscript commands

Execution Manager

GCMScript Reconfiguration Engine

API Reconfiguration Engine

gcmscript commands

API commands
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GCMScript: Add new Slave
PAGCM API: Add new Solver

Solution Per Minute (SPM)
Use Case

Run parameters:

- Maximum number of Solvers = 3
- Maximum number of Slaves per Solver = 3
- Starting with 1 Solver and 1 Slave
Use Case: Results

Adaptation to QoS change

Service Performance
Max Performance QoS
Min Performance QoS

Responses Per Minute
Time [minutes]

QoS desired change after minute 22 to “TSPM $\leq 300$”
Use Case: Results

- QoS desired change after minute 22 to “TSPM ≤ 300”
Current Work

- Allows instantiation of managed components using ADL descriptor file only.
- More and different examples
- Benchmarking